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Abstract

Discovery of Piezo channels and the reporting of their sensitivity to the inhibitor GsMTx4 were 

important milestones in the study of non-selective cationic mechanosensitive channels (MSCs) in 

normal physiology and pathogenesis. GsMTx4 had been used for years to investigate the 

functional role of cationic MSCs, especially in muscle tissue, but with little understanding of its 

target or inhibitory mechanism. The sensitivity of Piezo channels to bilayer stress and its robust 

mechanosensitivity when expressed in heterologous systems were keys to determining GsMTx4’s 

mechanism of action. However, questions remain regarding Piezo’s role in muscle function due to 

the non-selective nature of GsMTx4 inhibition toward membrane mechanoenzymes and the 

implication of MCS channel types by genetic knockdown. Evidence supporting Piezo like activity, 

at least in the developmental stages of muscle, is presented. While the MSC targets of GsMTx4 in 

muscle pathology are unclear, its muscle protective effects are clearly demonstrated in two recent 

in situ studies on normal cardiomyocytes and dystrophic skeletal muscle. The muscle protective 

function may be due to the combined effect of GsMTx4’s inhibitory action on cationic MSCs like 

Piezo and TRP, and its potentiation of repolarizing K+ selective MSCs like K2P and SAKCa. 

Paradoxically, the potent in vitro action of GsMTx4 on many physiological functions seems to 

conflict with its lack of in situ side-effects on normal animal physiology. Future investigations into 

cytoskeletal control of sarcolemma mechanics and the suspected inclusion of MSCs in membrane 

micro/nano sized domains with distinct mechanical properties will aide our understanding of this 

dichotomy.
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The Historical Conundrum of Mechanosensitive Channels

Mechanosensitive currents were first recorded over 35 years ago in vertebrate outer hair 

cells, the primary auditory mechanoreceptors [1]. This was followed soon after by 

recordings of single mechanosensitive ion channels (MSCs) when negative pressure was 

applied to cell-attached patches from skeletal muscle [2]. Because the patch produces a 

targeted stress stimulus and high resolution channel recordings, it became the primary assay 

used in the early characterization of MSC conductance, ion selectivity, pressure sensitivity 

and identification of inhibitors. Many of these studies were performed on muscle cells due to 

the inherent mechanical function of these cells [2–7]. In fact, the earliest potential link 

between MSCs and pathology was the observation that aberrant function of these channels 

in patches from dystrophic muscle fibers, was a potential pathway for the elevated [Ca2+]i 

levels in muscular dystrophy [5].

In these early studies, emphasis was placed on single channel recordings showing higher 

open probability with increasing pipette pressure as evidence of cellular mechanosensitivity. 

However, patch analysis of the MSC gating properties suffered from poor temporal 

resolution and stimulus control. This assay was significantly enhanced with the advent of the 

pressure clamp that provided greater control of the pressure stimulus so that the channel 

non-stationary gating kinetics became accessible [8–10]. Application of step shaped pressure 

stimuli to Xenopus oocyte patches revealed a cation selective MSC displaying rapid voltage-

dependent inactivation. The transient gating property was identified as inactivation rather 

than adaptation by monitoring the stimulus strength with patch capacitance [11] and was 

labile when exposed to excess mechanical stimulation. Cationic MSCs with this rapidly 

inactivating channel behavior appeared to be ubiquitously expressed in non-specialized 

mechanosensory cell types [11–13] including muscle cells [14, 15].

For years a discrepancy between the single channel properties of MSCs and their whole-cell 

current correlates [16] brought into question the potential artifactual nature of MSCs in 

patches. Also, since channel opening necessities a change in channel shape, gating is an 

inherently mechanical process and can be modulated by tension in its surroundings. This led 

to multiple reports of mechano-modulation of voltage- and ligand- gated channels [17, 18]. 

Thus, criteria were established to identify channels that were primarily gated by mechanical 

energy and whose functional roles in cells were primarily mechanosensation [19, 20]. As 

methods of genetic manipulation became more common, abrogation of mechanically 

activated whole-cell responses from both specialized sensory and non-sensory cell types by 

genetic knockdown/out of channels led to a growing list of MSCs ([21] and see below). 

However, for more than two decades the genetic identity of the ubiquitous cationic channel, 

displaying rapid voltage-sensitive inactivation when expressed in heterologous systems, 

remained a mystery.

MSC Gating Mechanisms and Molecular Identity

MSCs fall into two general physiological roles depending on their ion selectivity; inhibitory 

hyperpolarizing (K+ selective) and the excitatory depolarizing (non-selective cationic). They 

can be further categorized by their mechanosensory mechanisms. The force to open MSCs 
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can be transmitted via ECM/cytoskeletal tethers to the channel or directly through bilayer 

tension and curvature changes near the channel. Channels gated through their association 

with the ECM/cytoskeleton are difficult to study in patches due to disruption of these 

supporting structural proteins. However, the patch remains an important tool for 

distinguishing channels that are directly mechanogated, versus mechanoactivated by 

secondary messengers or mechanomodulation of a channel with a different primary 

sensitivity.

An example of channels gated by the ECM are the tip link channels in outer hair cell cilia of 

the auditory system. The channel proteins TMC 1 and 2 are part of a multi-subunit structure 

at the tips of each cilia [22] which is tethered to the side of an adjacent cilia by cadherin like 

proteins [23]. Sound induced vibrations lead to motion between adjacent cilia and activation 

of the tethered channels. The family of DEG/ENaC/ASIC channels are MSCs present in 

both non-specialized and specialized mechanosensory cells [24, 25], and are gated by 

movement of their extracellular domains [26] that are associated with the ECM [27]. This 

connection to the ECM is disrupted during patch formation which is likely why these 

channels do not show mechanosensitivity in patches [25, 28].

Transient receptor potential (TRP) channels encompass a large family of cation selective, 

environmental sensors for stimuli such as temperature, intracellular pH, lipid and amphipath 

composition and mechanics (reviewed in [29]). Some TRP channels are activated by 

multistep mechano-signaling cascades while others appear to be directly mechanically gated 

via association with tethers or lipid tension/curvature. Recent cryo-EM structure of different 

TRP channels [30–32] suggests a common mechanically sensitive gating mechanism [33]. 

Liu and Montell, 2015 [33] suggest a model where membrane stress generated by varying 

stimulation sources (amphiphiles, temperature, tethered ancillary subunits, etc.) are 

transmitted to the core gating mechanism through the membrane. The core is composed of a 

dual gating mechanism where the gates are within the membrane plane at the level of the 

inner and outer monolayers. The sensitivity of the core to different environmental factors is 

dependent on surrounding channel structures that are unique to the different TRP channel 

types.

Many TRP channels appear to be directly mechanically gated at the whole-cell level. 

Though few reports show these channels are mechanically gated in patches or when 

reconstituted [34, 35], and these results have been disputed [36, 37]. We have expressed 

TRPV2 and 4 channels as C-terminal GFP chimeras that have been reported to be 

mechanosensitive in developing myotubes and tested for mechanosensitivity in the patch. 

All chimeras showed strong fluorescence in the patch dome, though there was no increase in 

patch currents over endogenous levels (Fig. 1). There was also no inhibition of patch MSCs 

from expression of miRNAs against these same TRP channels (data not shown), even though 

two of these channels have been linked to elevated cation influx in dystrophic muscle. This 

suggests that the TRP channels are highly sensitive to the mechanical environment 

constructed by cytoskeleton/ECM and membrane composition, all of which can be disrupted 

during patch formation [37]. This made it unlikely that the ubiquitous rapidly inactivating 

non-selective cation MSCs in patches belonged to the TRP channel family.
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Some MSCs are easily activated in patches suggesting they are activated by lipid tension and 

do not require contributions from cytoskeleton. The bacterial MSCs, MscL and MscS, were 

the first reconstituted and cloned that are purely activated by lipid tension [39]. Lipid and 

amphipath sensitivity, and gating related structural changes determined from the crystal 

structures and simulations, showed that these channels were activated by membrane thinning 

[40, 41]. In eukaryotes, the K+ selective 2P domain channels (K2P) were the first MSCs 

isolated and cloned [42, 43] that could be directly activated by pipette pressure in excised 

patches [44]. While many factors modulate the mechanosensitive gating of K2P channels, 

such as pH and lipid composition, these channels are also directly sensitive to lipid tension 

[45]. Recently the crystal structure for these channels became available and it showed that 

gating involved the concerted movement of multiple channel elements within, and outside 

of, the membrane plane [46]. The model suggests that mechanical gating is dependent on 

extramembranous channel structures on the cytoplasmic side that associate with the local 

lipid headgroups of the inner leaflet. The association of these elements was sensitive to both 

pH and lipid composition, especially the phosphorylated state of phosphatidylinositol (PI). 

Another MSC activated directly by pressure applied to a patch is the stretched-activated 

Ca2+-activated K+ selective channels (SAKCa) [47]. A splice variant of these channels 

containing a cytoplasmic element called STREX imparts mechanosensitivity in patches [48]. 

K2P and SAKCa channels are important regulators of the membrane potential and 

excitability in cardiac and smooth muscle cells [49, 50].

Piezo – the Missing Link

Finally, in 2010 a ubiquitously expressed family of channels was identified called Piezo, that 

was cation selective and displayed rapid voltage dependent inactivation in patches and 

whole-cell mechanical assays [51]. Like K2P channels, Piezo has recently been reconstituted 

in different lipid based assays devoid of cytoskeletal intervention and shown to be directly 

gated by lipid tension [52, 53]. However channel gating is definitely modulated by 

cytoskeleton [53, 54]. These channels have become the focus of many studies into the gating 

mechanism of cationic MSCs and their physiological role in both specialized and non-

specialized mechanosensors (for review see [55]). Two family members were identified, 

called Piezo 1 and 2, with the most obvious functional difference between them being the 

more rapid inactivation of Piezo 2 channels. Piezo channel subunits are large proteins of 

over 2500 amino acids and the channels were first thought to be formed from tetramers [56]. 

However, the recent cryo-EM structure of the Piezo1 channel clearly shows the channel is a 

trimer [57]. Expression of Piezo channels in heterologous systems produces channels 

ranging from ~20–50 pS showing rapid voltage-dependent inactivation (Piezo 1 decay time 

constant ≈ 50 ms at −80 mV holding potential).

An important aspect of the transient gating property is its labile nature [9]. Channels become 

non-inactivating with excessive mechanical stimulation likely caused by disruption of 

cortical cytoskeletal support and/or membrane domain structure [11]. Exogenous expression 

of Piezo 1 channels in heterologous cell types also show this property [58], and mutations of 

Piezo1 that lead to disease also disrupt the transient activation so that normal physiological 

mechanical stimuli lead to elevated cation current [59, 60].
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GsMTx4 Mechanism of inhibition and Modulation of Piezo vs K+ selective 

MSCs

In 2000 a peptide inhibitor of the inactivating non-selective cation MSCs was discovered 

[61], called Grammostola Mechanotoxin #4 (GsMTx4), and became an important identifier 

and tool for investigating the physiological role of these channels [62]. The peptide was 

isolated by screening spider venoms against an endogenously expressed cation selective 

MSCs from rat astrocytes. GsMTx4 appeared to inhibit multiple types of endogenous cation 

selective MSCs in whole-cell current or Ca2+ influx assays ([61, 63–66] and see Fig. 3), 

though the identity of the channel target(s) remains uncertain.

GsMTx4 is an amphipathic peptide carrying a +5 charge primarily due to six lysine residues 

that surround a relatively large hydrophobic face. These physical properties, along with its 

highly potent inhibitory effect on Gram positive bacterial growth [67], places it in the broad 

spectrum of cationic antimicrobial peptides (AMP) [68]. Many AMPs gain their 

antimicrobial properties through their ability to disrupt bacterial membranes by inducing 

membrane curvature. Most AMPs do not have this same disruptive effect on eukaryotic cell 

membranes due to the comparatively low negative charge and lipid heterogeneity of 

eukaryotic membranes. However, GsMTx4 is unusual compared to other AMPs because it 

has weak preference between zwitterionic and anionic membranes [69]. The depth of 

binding in relaxed membranes appears to be critical to the mechanism of inhibition for most 

spider venom peptides as it enables the interaction with specific channel gating structures. 

However, GsMTx4 does not bind directly to channel gating elements since it is active as an 

all D-amino acid peptide. Rather it inhibits MSCs by changing the local membrane 

properties near the channel [70]. Gating-modifier spider venom peptides that selectively 

inhibit voltage- and ligand- gated channels have characteristic bilayer binding depths that 

increase the probability of interactions with the channel structures they target [71].

The discovery of Piezo channels began a new era in GsMTx4 research, because Piezo1 

expression in heterologous cell types replicated the gating properties of the ubiquitous 

endogenous cationic channels in patches and were inhibited by GsMTx4 [72, 73]. This 

allowed the study of GsMTx4’s effects on the gating kinetics of a defined reproducible 

channel response. The first question was to explore what made GsMTx4 so much more 

potent at inhibiting MSCs than the many other similar peptides from animal venoms.

The distribution of positive charge is a critical parameter in determining the interaction 

properties of AMPs. To better understand GsMTx4’s effects on membranes we synthesized 

six lysine-glutamate peptide analogs and tested them against Piezo1 channels in patches 

[74]. We found several analogs with compromised inhibitory activity. Interestingly, 

compromised analogs did not inhibit any slower or washout any faster suggesting the 

kinetics of inhibition were unaffected. Further investigation into the physical interactions of 

GsMTx4 with membranes showed that the peptide has a superficial association with relaxed 

membranes. However, a distinguishing feature between the compromised and 

uncompromised analogs was the ease of expelling them from monolayers. Peptides that 

were expelled more easily from monolayers during compression in a Langmuir trough had 

greater inhibitory potential. The greatest expulsion differences between analogs occurred 
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when the monolayer was at a tension, or area/lipid ratio, that resembles a bilayer. This meant 

that at the “monolayer-bilayer equivalence point” GsMTx4 was in rapid equilibrium 

between a superficial association (low area occupancy) and more deeply bound states that 

occupy greater area. We predicted that this creates a reservoir of mobile surface area on one 

monolayer which would have the effect of clamping the tension on that monolayer which 

was further supported by molecular dynamic simulations (Fig. 2 and [75]). A new model of 

GsMTx4 inhibition is proposed where the critical factors for its inhibitory potential are how 

deeply it binds to relaxed membranes and its availability to transition to deeper states as 

tension increases. Other amphipathic peptides that do not inhibit MSCs may bind deeper to 

relaxed membranes limiting their area reservoir and/or may specifically associate with 

channel structures restricting rapid depth transitions as tension changes.

MSCs can be sensitive to tension induced bilayer thickness changes as in the case of the 

prokaryotic MscL, or to differential tension between monolayers caused by changes in 

curvature. Due to viscous coupling between monolayers, GsMTx4 relief of tension in one 

monolayer during stretch or curvature changes should transfer stress to the opposite 

monolayer. Mechanosensitive channels which are sensitive to tension changes in the inner 

monolayer or positive curvature (bending toward cytoplasm) would experience increased 

tension in the presence of GsMTx4 in the outer monolayer. TREK and TRAAK channels are 

the only mechanosensitive channels in the K2P family. They are activated by trinitrophenol 

(negative curvature generator, partitions to the outer monolayer) and inhibited by 

chlorpromazine (positive curvature generator, partitions to inner monolayer) [44, 76]. They 

are also more strongly activated by negative pressure vs positive pressure in inside-out 

excised patches. These findings originally led to the supposition that TREK and TRAAK 

were activated by outer monolayer tension [44]. However, deletion mutants identified the 

cytoplasmically located C-term tail and its association with the inner monolayer as critical 

for mechanogating [77–79]. And the recent crystal structure of TRAAK [46] supports a 

model where inner monolayer tension gates K2P channels. Our tests with GsMTx4 also 

support this model, as GsMTx4 potentiates TREK1 MSC currents when applied to outside-

out patches suggesting peptide relief of outer monolayer tension increases tension on the 

inner monolayer [74]. This may be due to a combination of GsMTx4 inducing negative 

curvature in the resting patches and/or acting as an outer monolayer tension clamp when 

pressure is applied.

The recent cryo-EM structure of Piezo channels shows large extracellular domains that move 

closer to the outer monolayer in the open channel state [57]. The importance of the paddle 

domain to gating is evidenced by disruption of channel mechanogating by insertion of GFP 

into different positions within this domain [53]. The “paddle” domain may associate with the 

outer mono layer during gating suggesting the possibility of a structural correlate in cationic 

MSCs to the K2P C-terminal cytoplasmic domain. With extramembranous gating elements 

on opposite monolayers, it is tempting to hypothesize that excitatory MSCs are gated by 

outer monolayer tension changes, and inhibitory MSCs are gated by tension in the inner 

monolayer.

Differential tension between the inner and outer monolayers caused by membrane curvature, 

can be produced by wedge shaped amphipaths in one monolayer through hydrolysis of either 
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the lipid acyl chains or the headgroups [80]. Curvature can also be generated by insertion of 

proteins like caveolin into one monolayer or surface association of intrinsically curved 

proteins that belong to the Bin, Amphiphysin and Rvs families [81]. K2P channel gating is 

modulated by lipid composition [44, 82], and reconstituted Piezo channels in lipid vesicles 

were activated by LPC (positive curvature generator) addition to the cytoplasmic monolayer 

[52]. However, sensitivities to lipid composition can be difficult to interpret since many 

channels contain pockets for lipid binding that can affect gating in ways other than their 

effect on lipid curvature [77, 83]. A useful comparison would be to test Piezo function in the 

presence of non-lipid amphipaths like chlorpromazine and trinitrophenol that generate the 

opposite curvature in eukaryotic membranes and would be unlikely to specifically interact 

with the channel.

Modulation of a cell’s mechanosensitivity by changing the expression levels of excitatory 

and inhibitory MSCs was demonstrated by the significant reduction in mechanically 

activated total current elicited from N2A neuroblastoma cells (high Piezo endogenous 

expression) after exogenous expression of TRAAK channels [45]. Another means of 

modulating mechanosensitivity would exploit the different responses of cation selective and 

K+ selective MSCs to a single amphipath (i.e. inhibition of cation selective Piezo channels 

vs potentiation of K+ selective K2P channels). To determine if this may be a general 

mechanism for mechanosensitive modulation we tested GsMTx4 on stretch- and Ca2+- 

activated large conductance K+ selective channels (SAKCa) in cells known for high 

expression of these channels [48, 84]. We observed both cation selective and large 

conductance K+ selective MSCs in patches from smooth muscle bladder cells (Fig. 3) that 

were simultaneously inhibited (cation selective) and potentiated (K+ selective) by GsMTx4. 

Similar potentiation of SAKCa channels was observed in chick heart cells.

Does Piezo Contribute to Endogenous Cationic MS Currents in Normal 

Muscle physiology and Pathology?

While Piezo 1 and 2 were shown to have low expression levels in adult mouse skeletal and 

cardiac muscle [51], we have observed the Piezo1 sequence is present in a cDNA library 

constructed from C2C12 mouse myoblast mRNA (Dr. Philip Gottlieb, person 

communication). In differentiated myofibers, Piezo channels may have low expression levels 

on the sarcolemma unless triggered to translocate from cytoplasmic pools during 

pathogenesis. Precedence for the translocation of channels to the surface during 

pathogenesis has been seen for TRPV2 [85, 86]. TRP channels undoubtedly play an 

important mechanosensory role in muscle [87], though their mechanosensitivity in patches is 

weak due to reliance on other structural or auxiliary components. This suggests that other 

channels on the sarcolemma produce the commonly observed MSC currents in patches from 

muscle cells.

The most commonly observed cation selective MSCs in patches from mouse skeletal 

differentiated muscle fibers and developing myotubes show a conductance between 25–50 

pS [14, 88, 89]. The 25–50 pS channels show weak inward rectification similar to the 

conductance reported for exogenously expressed Piezo channels [51, 72]. Voltage 
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dependent, rapid inactivation is a hallmark of Piezo channels and is observed in ~50% of 

excised outside-out (O-O) patches from myotubes (Fig. 4A and see [14]), suggesting a 

channel with Piezo like properties is present at least during differentiation. These 

inactivating currents were larger in myotubes expressing Piezo1-pIRES (Fig. 4B) and 

showed activation latency at positive voltages as has been observed for Piezo1 mutants 

expressed in HEK cells [59]. In whole-cell recordings of mechanically activated currents by 

probe indentation, the endogenous current appears to be composed of two components – a 

rapid transient current and a non-inactivating current (Fig. 4C and see [38]). In Piezo1-

pIRES expressing myotubes, a rapid transient current with similar gating kinetics dominates 

the recording.

Another distinguishing characteristic of myotube MSC currents is labile inactivation that 

appears to be related to disruption of the cortical cytoskeleton and/or membrane domain 

structure [14, 38]. In cell-attached (C-A) patches from myotubes, >90% of endogenous 

currents are activated relatively slowly over 500 ms pressure steps and rarely inactivate [14]. 

Inactivation is lost in dystrophic myotubes missing the cortical cytoskeletal element 

dystrophin [14], and is diminished when caveolae have been disrupted by Cav3 miRNA or 

cholesterol depletion with methyl-β-cyclodextran [38]. This suggests a required cytoskeletal 

or domain like structure possibly involving an auxiliary membrane subunits or specific lipid 

components. Inactivation of exogenously expressed Piezo inactivation is also shown to be 

labile [58]. Surprisingly, Piezo inactivation was not lost in patches from cell blebs which 

have disrupted cortical cytoskeleton [53]. However, blebs are known to rapidly remodel [90] 

and maintain cytoskeletal assemblies after isolation [91] so that the auxillary structures 

necessary for inactivation may have reformed in the Piezo study in blebs. Piezo channels are 

not the only channels with mechanically labile gating properties, however these observations 

are at least consistent with the presence of a Piezo like MSC.

Channel mutations that lead to disease in specific tissues can be used as indicators of the 

presence of the channel. Inactivation is an important function of MSCs in normal physiology 

and abnormal, or modified, kinetics is involved in pathology. Most dystrophies are the result 

of mutations to cortical cytoskeleton or genes directing the development of the cortex [92] 

which increase the susceptibility of MSCs to loss of inactivation leading to increased cation 

influx. Interestingly, the pathogenesis of Xerocytosis [59] and Arthrogryposis [93] are 

caused by mutations to the Piezo 1 and 2 respectively that increase channel current by 

changing inactivation properties. Muscular dystrophy is not the primary phenotype related to 

these particular mutations bringing into question the role of Piezo in muscle. However, it is 

possible that the specific mutations that cause Piezo channels to loose inactivation in red 

blood cells (Xerocytosis) and neuronal, pulmonary and connective tissue cells 

(Arthrogryposis) may be context sensitive. The phenotypic loss of inactivation may be 

related to cell-type specific cytoskeletal/membrane interactions with Piezo channels. Piezo 

channels with these specific mutations may function completely normally in muscle cells. 

Alternatively, some mutations to Piezo channels may be less detrimental to muscle cells with 

a normally formed cytoskeleton than to other cell types with a less robust cortical 

cytoskeleton. A host of other reasons such as altered targeting, redundant mechanosensory 

systems in muscle cells may also limit the effect of these mutations on muscle.
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These findings in total are speculative, but they suggest a Piezo like current is present at least 

during the differentiation stage of myotubes. More definitive experiments are required to 

prove its expression, such as genetic silencing methods and the use of the Piezo specific 

activation agent YODA1 [94]. Determining the role of Piezo currents in muscle development 

and normal physiological stress signaling are important future lines of investigation.

Therapeutic Potential of GsMTx4

Impaired cation/Ca2+ homeostasis due to elevated sarcolemma cation flux, observed in 

disease states such as Duchene muscular dystrophy and cardiac ischemia [95] and 

hypertrophy [96], is a hallmark of muscle pathology. Significant contributors to the cation 

imbalance are the non-selective cationic MSCs among which TRP channel dysregulation has 

frequently been invoked [86, 97]. GsMTx4 has been used to implicate multiple TRP 

channels in muscle pathology by inhibiting whole-cell currents attributed to these channels 

[98]. As stated above the role of Piezo channels in muscle cell mechanosensitivity is still 

uncertain. However, GsMTx4 does not exclusively inhibit Piezo channels and indeed 

appears to affect a number of mechanosensitive channels by either inhibition or potentiation. 

It may also have a direct effect on membrane mechanoenzymes like Nox2 [99] and 

mechanosensitive GPCR signaling systems [100].

An important aspect to consider is that all disease causes structural changes ranging from 

organizational changes of elements that comprise subcellular structures to morphological 

changes in tissues. These structural changes invariably lead to changes in the underlying 

mechanics. Thus, while MSCs may not be the root cause of most disease states, they are 

often involved in the pathogenesis. For example, many changes in the cytoarchitecture of 

cardiomyocytes occur after ischemic injury [101–104] leading to altered sarcolemma 

mechanics. In Duchene Muscular Dystrophy, mutations causing loss of the cortical 

organizing protein dystrophin lead to tilting and twisting of the sarcomeric structures 

affecting the transmission of force at the cell cortex [105].

The D-form of GsMTx4 has now been tested in vivo in mouse models of cardiac ischemic 

reperfusion injury [106] and muscular dystrophy [107], and shown to be an effective muscle 

protectant. In a mouse model of ischemic reperfusion injury GsMTx4-D was injected by 

intravenous administration during the ischemic event and pretreatment subcutaneously for a 

two day prior to ischemic challenge. Both treatments showed significant reductions in infarct 

size, arrhythmic electrical activity and increased cardiac output up to two days post 

ischemia.

To determine if GsMTx4 can act directly on cardiomyocytes we tested it on isolated 

cardiomyocytes and observed improved contraction induced Ca2+ influx and reduce 

apoptotic signaling kinases after hypoxic challenge. However, in this same hypoxia test, 

GsMTx4 inhibited upregulation of the pro-survival Akt kinase which may be due to its 

cardioprotective effect. This does not negate GsMTx4-D cardioprotective effects and there 

are compounds currently being tested [108, 109] to specifically upregulate Akt which could 

be used in combination with GsMTx4 to increase its effectiveness.
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While GsMTx4-D can act directly on cardiomyocytes this does not eliminate other 

mechanism of action. These cardioprotective effects may be due to improved blood flow to 

ischemic tissue during hypoxia since GsMTx4 causes vascular smooth muscle relaxation by 

both decreasing mechanically activated excitatory cation currents [110, 111] and down 

regulation of endothelin-1 stimulated increase in arterial resistance [112, 113]. It may also 

affect fibroblast conductive properties which are known to play a role in generation of 

arrhythmias following ischemia [114, 115]. In this regard GsMTx4’s potentiation of K2P 

and SAKCa channels may also be important aspects of its antiarrhythmic effect.

We also tested GsMTx4-D’s ability to protect skeletal muscle from eccentric contraction 

injury in D2-mdx mice over 6 weeks [107]. We showed that GsMTx4-D has a tissue half-life 

of >7 days due to the low susceptibility of D-amino acid peptides to enzymatic digestion, 

and its distribution to muscle increases with exercise. D2-mdx is a new mouse model of 

muscular dystrophy with the mdx mutation on a DBA2 mouse background which shows 

increased fibrosis that more closely mimics the human phenotype [116, 117]. At six weeks, 

the peptide injected animals had ~20% greater muscle weight than untreated animals and 

displayed lower susceptibility to muscle damage evidenced by >50% increase in muscle 

strength following eccentric contraction induced injury. However, there was no decrease in 

fibrosis or central nucleation. Though, similar to its use in ischemia protection, GsMTx4 

could be used in combination with other compounds that are being developed for treatment 

of fibrosis [118].

MSCs in Normal Physiology versus Pathology

As GsMTx4 has become an important tool for elucidating the role of cationic MSCs in 

normal physiology and pathologenesis, an interesting dichotomy has arisen. GsMTx4 has 

revealed that MSCS “apparently” contribute significantly to normal short-term and 

developmental physiology (examples: arterial pressure regulation [110, 111, 119, 120], 

skeletal muscle pressor reflex [121], cardiac stretch induced slow force response [122], RBC 

volume regulation [123, 124], neuronal touch and pain sensation [125–127], 

mechanotransduction of sound by OHCs [128, 129], serotonin release by gut epithelium 

[130], renal epithelium luminal pressure detection [131], etc.). Interestingly, when injected 

over 6 weeks, the GsMTx4 exposure reached concentrations in most tissues that would 

inhibit MSCs (nervous system is an exception – GsMTx4 does not appear to cross the blood 

brain barrier [106, 107]), but with no detectable effect on normal physiology [107]. We also 

showed that IV injection into telemetered free-roaming ferrets had no acute effect on normal 

cardiac hemodynamic or electrical properties [106]. And subcutaneous injection into mice 

over 2 weeks that were housed with, or without, running wheels showed a 2–3 fold increased 

muscle concentration in the animals with running wheels, but no change in running distance 

[107]. However, GsMTx4 effects on pathology are apparent from both in vitro and in vivo 
tests.

This might suggest that most MSCs are only weakly activated during normal cell mechanics 

and do not play the significant role in normal physiology suggested by in vitro assays. Also 

other redundant mechanosensory signaling pathways may be sufficient to replace the role of 

MSCs. However, an alternative intriguing explanation for the lack of side-effects seen by 
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chronic GsMTx4 exposure is restricted access of GsMTx4 to mechanical domains 

containing MSCs in undisturbed membranes. This could be due to various chemical or 

physical barriers, like caveolae, cytoskeletal corrals and lipid domain composition. GsMTx4, 

like many other spider venom peptides, acts by binding to the bulk membrane and then 

diffusing to its target where it likely needs to reach a critical concentration to buffer local 

tension. Membrane barriers to diffusion are likely disrupted under pathological conditions, 

and in nonphysiological in vitro assays like patches, and whole-cell currents elicited by 

swelling, shearing and pressing stimuli on cells adhering to a flat glass surface. This is 

suggested by the fact that GsMTx4 takes more than 10 times as long to inhibit whole-cell 

Piezo currents from pressing than O-O patch currents [72]. Membrane barriers might restrict 

GsMTx4 access to the MSCs, except under pathological conditions which could explain its 

lack of side-effects under normal physiological stresses.

To further investigate GsMTx4 mechanism of action we have developed an environmentally 

sensitive NBD (7-nitrobenz-2-oxa-1,3-diazol-4-yl) fluorescent analog of GsMTx4 that 

increases fluorescence with membrane depth. This analog will be useful in determining the 

distribution of GsMTx4 on the cell surface and its interaction with different domain 

structures like caveolae by measuring fluorescence energy transfer. We can also compare the 

kinetics of fluorescence intensity change with whole-cell current inhibition rates and 

determine if distribution and depth changes occur prior to channel inhibition which would 

support peptide access to channels changes with stress.

Conclusions

Piezo channels have filled a significant gap in our knowledge of the molecular identities of 

MSCs. The lability of its distinctive voltage dependent inactivation property is a critical area 

of study as its disruption has been tied to multiple disease states. While it has not been 

shown to be highly expressed in muscle cells, we presented evidence that channels with the 

hallmark properties of Piezo may contribute a significant component of the MSC current in 

differentiating myotubes. As aberrant mechanically activated cation fluxes are a significant 

contributor to pathology in general, and the sarcolemma is particularly sensitive to 

mechanical deficiencies, it will be important to clarify the role of these channels for skeletal 

and cardiac muscle disease treatment. Non-selective cationic MSCs like Piezo and TRP 

channels are likely candidates for the elevated cation flux in muscle pathology and they are 

both inhibited by GsMTx4-D which has demonstrated therapeutic potential in treatment of 

muscle disease. In addition, GsMTx4’s action as an outer monolayer area reservoir may help 

repolarize damaged cells through potentiation of K+ selective MSCs which appear to be 

sensitive to inner monolayer stress. A major question that remains is why GsMTx4 effects so 

many critical physiological functions in vitro with so little effect on the normal physiology 

in vivo, yet has potent therapeutic effects on pathology. Clarification of this dichotomy will 

likely come from a better understanding of cytoskeletal control of membrane stress and the 

dynamics of micro/nano scale membrane domains possessing distinct mechanical properties.
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Figure 1. 

TRPV 2 and 4 are not activated in the patch dome. Patches were formed from myotubes, 

and visualized, mechanically stimulated and recorded from as in [38]. Myotubes were 

transfected with either C-terminally tagged TRPV2 (A) or TRPV4 (B). Fluorescence images 

next to DIC images show channel proteins present in the patch domes of both cell-attached 

and excised inside-out patches. Patches were stretched with 500 ms negative pressure steps 

and the mean integrated current during the pressure steps are shown in (C). Patch currents 

from myotubes expressing TRPV2 and TRPV4 were not significantly different from control 

cell patches.
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Figure 2. 

Simulation of GsMTx4 association with lipid monolayer. GsMTx4 peptide associates 

superficially to relaxed monolayer. Expansion of the monolayer causes the peptide to 

penetrate deeper increasing its area contribution to the monolayer surface. Dynamic changes 

in peptide depth acts as an area reservoir buffering tension in the exposed monolayer 

disrupting tension transmission to membrane embedded proteins.
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Figure 3. 

Endogenous SAKCa channel recordings in human smooth muscle bladder cells and show 

mechanosensitivity and potentiation by GsMTx4, while endogenous cation selective MSCs 

are inhibited. Both SAKCa and non-selective cationic channels are commonly expressed in 

these cells having a conductance of 200–300 pS. The SAKCa channels are active in resting 

outside-out (O-O) patches. Electrophysiological recordings were performed as in [38]. The 

pipette was filled with 140 mM KCl while the bath saline contained 140 mM NaCl and 5 

mM KCl. The magnitude and length of the pressure steps are shown above the current 

traces. Recordings are from a single patch with non-selective cationic channels prevalent at 

+50 mV (K+ reversal potential) and primarily SAKCa channel currents observed at −50 mV. 
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Representative single channel records are shown in top panels. The mean currents from 10–

15 pressure steps are shown before, during GsMTx4 application and after washout. The 

mean currents show the cationic MSC are inhibited by GsMTx4, but the SAKCa currents are 

potentiated.
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Figure 4. 

Comparison of endogenous MSCs to exogenous expression of Piezo 1 in myotubes. Pressure 

stimuli and patch and whole-cell recordings were performed as in [38]. (A) Endogenous 

currents from O-O patches show rapid, voltage dependent inactivating channels. (B) MSCs 

with similar gating kinetics were observed in patches from myotubes expressing Piezo1-

pIRES, but the currents were typically larger. (F) The difference in current magnitude 

between whole-cell recordings from endogenous and mouse Piezo1-pIRES expressing 

myotubes stimulated by probe pressure mirrored the patch results. The control 

(untransfected) cells show a rapidly inactivating current on top of a non-inactivating current. 

Mouse Piezo1 expressing cells show a significantly larger transient current with gating 

kinetics similar to the rapidly inactivating component of endogenous cells.
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